
 

Interest Rates 

Type Mar Feb 

Prime Lending 3.50% 3.25% 

Federal Funds 0.50% 0.25% 

3 Mo T-Bill 0.61% 0.36% 

5 Yr T-Note 2.39% 1.56% 

Mortgage Rates 

Type Mar Feb 

30 yr Fixed 3.88% 3.44% 

15 Yr Fixed 2.90% 2.51% 

10 Yr Fixed 2.97% 2.59% 

Source: Bankrate.com 
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Reverse Mortgages 
 

A reverse mortgage is a means of turning the value of home ownership 
into cash. All or part of the equity in the home can be converted into cash 
without having to sell the home or taking on additional monthly bills, as 
would be the case with taking on a second mortgage. To be eligible for 
most reverse mortgages, homeowners must be 62 years of age or older. 
 
Comparing Reverse and Conventional Mortgages 
A reverse mortgage is best explained by comparing it to a conventional or 
“forward” mortgage. In a conventional forward mortgage, the lender checks 
the borrower’s income and credit history and appraises the house to 
ensure that its market value is sufficient to support the loan. The mortgagor 
borrows money from the lender using the home as collateral and pays the 
lender each month an amount representing principal and interest. As the 
debt is paid down, the borrower’s equity in the home grows. 
 
A reverse mortgage works in the opposite way. The homeowner receives 
money from the lender based on the home’s appraised value. The loan’s 
collateral is the home’s equity, or its appraised value. So, the homeowner 
does not make any monthly payments to the lender—in fact, the lender 
makes payments to the homeowner each month (or in whatever way the 
terms of the reverse mortgage have been established) based on the 
home’s appraised value. 
 
With a reverse mortgage, the homeowner is increasing the debt on the 
home by taking the equity in cash. No repayments are made. The result of 
a reverse mortgage is just the opposite of a conventional mortgage: the 
debt increases, and the home equity decreases. The amount owed grows 
larger as more cash is taken and more interest is added to the loan 
balance. 
 
The loan does not have to be repaid until the owner dies, moves from the 
home, or sells the home. The final payment to the lender is typically 
structured not to exceed the home’s selling price. Here are the three 
common types of reverse mortgages. 
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Spousal Continuance and is it the Best Option? 
 

Spousal continuance is the ability for a spouse to rollover retirement assets from their deceased spouse 
and treat it as their own retirement account or roll it into their existing retirement account. This would be the 
case for IRAs, 401ks, ROTH IRAs, etc. 

 

If the surviving spouse is younger and doesn’t need the use of the funds, then it may be better to roll it over 
into their name, so their Required Minimum Distribution is set at a later date, allowing the funds to grow tax-
deferred longer. 

 

But what happens if the surviving spouse needs the use of their deceased spouse’s retirement accounts to 
live on or pay bills? The question to ask is, is the surviving spouse under or over the age of 59 ½? 

 

This matters because once the surviving spouse rolls over the deceased spouse’s retirement assets into 
their own retirement account normal retirement account, rules now come into play. This means distributions 
from an IRA prior to 59 ½ would incur a 10% penalty tax unless an exception applies, i.e. pay for college, 
disabled, etc.  

 

The 10% penalty tax would not be imposed if the surviving spouse set up an inherited IRA in their deceased 
spouse’s name. They would also have the ability to keep this inherited IRA open for more than 10 years, 
which is the time frame a non-spouse beneficiary has to liquidate an inherited IRA. 

. 

Case Study: Recently I had a 56-year-old client and her husband passed away at 62. He had an IRA, and 
she wasn’t sure if she needed access to the funds. If she rolled over his IRA into her own IRA, then she 
would not be able to access these funds for another 3.5 years or age 59 ½ without paying a 10% penalty 
tax. 

 

So, I had suggested she set up an inherited IRA in his name. By doing this, she would still be able to 
access the funds in this account and avoid the 10% penalty. Then when she turns 59 ½ she can then roll 
this inherited IRA into her own IRA and would not have to worry about accessing the funds and paying a 
penalty. 

 

In actuality, she could leave the inherited IRA as is, but in 10 years when her late husband would have 
turned 72, she would have to start taking Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) payments from this 
inherited IRA. By rolling it over to her IRA at 59 ½ it allows her to delay RMD payments another 6 years to 
when she turns 72. 

 

Richard K Hackett, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ 

 
For a comprehensive review of your personal situation, always consult with a tax or legal advisor. Neither Cetera Advisor 
Networks LLC nor any of its representatives may give legal or tax advice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

– REMEMBER – 

WE WANT YOU TO CONTACT US WITH YOUR “HERE’S WHAT WE’RE THINKING ABOUT DOING” QUESTIONS, NOT YOUR 
“GUESS WHAT WE JUST DID!” COMMENTS! 
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Financial Tip of the Month 
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What is the Financial Impact of a Disabling Illness? 
 

Assess your knowledge with this quick quiz on the risks and impacts tied to a serious illness. 
 

1. One in _____ of today’s 20-year-olds will become disabled before reaching age 67.  
A) 1 in 4     C) 1 in 8  
B) 1 in 6      D) 1 in 10 
 
2. What percentage of private-sector workers have no long-term disability insurance?  
A) 46%      C) 60%  
B) 53%     D) 67% 
 
3. What percentage of American have less than $1,000 in savings earmarked for emergencies?  
A) 44%      C) 69%  
B) 52%      D) 73% 
 
4. How many working adults in the U.S. are without disability insurance other than basic 
coverage?  
A) 31 million      C) 51 million  
B) 41 million      D) 61 million 
 
5. How long does the average long-term disability last?  
A) 17.6 months     C) 29.6 months  
B) 25.6 months     D) 34.6 months 
 
6. How many Americans are relying on Social Security Disability Benefits?  
A) 10 million      C) 2 million  
B) 9 million      D) 4 million 
 
 

Answers: 1-A, 2-D, 3-C, 4-C, 5-D, 6-B     
 

John R Lachapelle, Financial Advisor 

& Columbus Life Insurance Co 
 

 

 

1 Disability Inclusion. www.worldbank.org/en/topic/disability, October 2, 2019. Last accessed on 4/8/2020.  
2 Social Security Administration, Disability and Death Probability Tables for Insured Workers Born in 1999 (Table A). 
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/NOTES/ran6/an2019-6.pdf. Last accessed 4/8/2020.  
3 Survey: 69% of American’s Have Less Than $1,000 in Savings. www.gobankingrates.com/saving-money/savings-advice/americans-have-less-
than-1000-in-savings/. December 16, 2019. Last accessed 4/8/2020.  
4 Social Security Fact Sheet. www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/basicfact-alt.pdf, June 2019. Last Accessed on 4/8/2020.  
5 American Council of Life Insurers, Assessing Americans’ Financial Retirement Security, unpublished data from study released in September 
2017 as www.acli.com/-/media/ACLI/Public/Files/PDFs-PUBLIC-SITE/ Public-Industry-Facts/Assessments_Report_082917.ashx?la=en. ACLI 
found that 54.3% of non-retired households (51.3 million in total) did not report having disability insurance. Assuming there is at least one adult in 
each household, this means the number of “uncovered” adults is at least equal to the number of “uncovered” households. Last accessed 
4/8/2020.  
6 Long-term Disability Insurance: What you need to know. www.insure.com/disability-insurance/long-term-disability.html. January 2020. Last 
accessed 4/8/2020.  
7 Social Security Fact Sheet. www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/basicfact-alt.pdf, June 2019. Last Accessed on 4/8/2020.  
8 Monthly Statistical Snapshot, February 2020. www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/quickfacts/stat_snapshot/2020-02.html. Last accessed 4/8/2020  
9 2020 Poverty Guidelines Computations. https://aspe.hhs.gov/2020-poverty-guidelines-computations. Last accessed 4/8/2020. 
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The Rule of 72 – Power of Compound Interest  

The Rule of 72 is one way of determining how long it may take for an investment to double in size, 
given a fixed annual compound interest rate of between 6-10%. This rule is less effective for 
compounding interest rates lower than 6% and higher than 10%.  

To use the Rule of 72, divide 72 by your interest rate. Using the Rule of 72 you can determine that 
if you make a one-time investment of $7,500 today at an annual growth rate of 7.2%, that principal 
amount could potentially grow to $15,000 in 10 years, $30,000 in 20 years and so on.  

While the Rule of 72 is a reasonably accurate shortcut for estimating growth rates that fall between 
6% and 10%, it’s not perfect. It’s a useful shortcut that can help you quickly compare the power of 
different annual interest rates when deciding how to invest. 

Using to Compound Interest 
As an investor, compound interest is one of your greatest tools. It’s the interest on a deposit (or 
loan) that’s calculated based on both the initial principal and the accumulated interest from the 
previous periods. But not all compounding interests are the same. To understand how much you’ll 
earn from an investment with compounding interest, you must consider the interest rate and the 
frequency of the compound interest. An investment that has a rate of 5% and compounds 
semiannually will earn you more than an investment that has a rate of 10% and compounds 
annually. 
 
Compound interest grows at an ever-accelerating rate. The more you initially invest, the more 
interest you will earn and the more your compound interest will work for you. The funds and money 
you earn on a compound interest are taxable unless the money is in a tax-sheltered account. 

For help calculating accurate earnings growth rates, set up an appointment to discuss strategies 
for pursuing your long-term retirement savings goals. The importance of saving for retirement isn’t 
a lesson often taught in school. People tend to focus on more tangible goals to save for, like a first 
car or a house, and put off saving for retirement for as long as possible. What some people don’t 
realize is that the best time to start saving for your retirement is now!  There are two big reasons 
it’s important to start saving for retirement as early as you can – making the most of compound 
interest and creating good saving habits. 

Make the Most of Compound Interest 
Depending on the compound interest of your retirement savings account, those who start saving 
earlier can reap greater benefits through their compound interest. But let us show you an example. 
Let’s say that you have a Roth IRA that earns compound interest of 7% in average annual returns, 
and you make the maximum contributions to that account every year ($6,000). After ten years, you 
will have $83,095. However, if you make the same contributions to a regular savings account with 
no interest, you will have $60,000. The longer you’re using compound interest to grow your 
retirement savings, the more earning potential you have. 
 

Making Saving a Habit 
If you have put off saving for retirement, getting into the habit can be a challenge. However, you 
can start by building it into your budget and over time it will become easier. If you’re in a position 
           

Continued on Page 5 
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The Rule of 72 – Power of Compound Interest – Continued from Page 4 

where you can’t make the maximum contributions to a 401(k) or an IRA, save every penny you 
can. Then, when you can, get serious about maxing out your yearly contributions and take 
advantage of any employer-based retirement accounts. This can add to what you’re already saving 
and serve you in the long run. 

Make saving for retirement second nature and start making compound interest work for you. The 
earlier you start the sooner your retirement fund can reach its full potential. If you don’t have a 
retirement fund and want to learn more about saving your way to retirement, contact the office 
 

John R Lachapelle, Financial Advisor 

 

This material was developed and prepared by a third party for use by your Registered Representative. The 
opinions expressed and material provided are for general information and should not be considered a 

solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security. The content is developed from sources believed to be 
providing accurate information. The rule of 72 is a mathematical concept and does not guarantee 
investment results or function as a predictor of how your investments will perform. It is simply an 

approximation of the impact a targeted rate of return would have. Investments are subject to fluctuating 
returns and there can never be a guarantee that any investment will double in value. 

 

 

Reverse Mortgages – Continued from Page 1 
 

• single purpose reverse mortgages, which are offered by some state and local 
government agencies and nonprofit organizations 

• federally insured reverse mortgages, which are known as home equity conversion 
mortgages (HECMs) and are backed by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) 

• proprietary reverse mortgages, which are private loans that are backed by the 
companies that develop them 

Single purpose reverse mortgages generally have very low costs, but they are not available 
everywhere, and they can only be used for one purpose as specified by the government or 
nonprofit lender. An example is to pay for home repairs, improvements, or property taxes. In most 
cases, homeowners must have low or moderate incomes to qualify for these reverse mortgages. 

HECMs and proprietary reverse mortgages tend to be more costly than other home loans. They 
are widely available, have no income or medical requirements, and can be used for any purpose. 
The Department of HUD now requires that the homeowner’s willingness and ability to meet his or 
her financial obligations (including payment of property taxes and insurance) must be considered 
when evaluating an applicant for an HECM.   

 
John R Creteau, Investment Adviser 

 

For a comprehensive review of your personal situation, always consult your legal advisor. Neither Cetera Advisor 
Networks LLC, nor any of its representatives may give legal advice. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Health Tip Of The Month 

These tips are not for everybody and should not be taken as specific recommendations.                                                                                                                                     

Before you take any action regarding yours or anyone’s health, we strongly suggest you consult a qualified physician! 
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Moving? 
Moving can be time consuming and stressful. We make it easy to keep your  

investments, retirement, and insurance accounts up to date. 

Just email us at Laura.Fleming@ceterawealth.com with the subject line:                            
Change of Address and include your name, your old address and your new                      
address and updated phone numbers.  

                                                                 Or call the office at 603-332-6518 ~ 

 

April is National Stress Awareness 
Month 

 
 

In today’s society, stress and change often are 
thought of as the same thing. Stress is a 
physiological and psychological response to 
situations the body and mind find to be 
overwhelming. We often ask ourselves how we 
should manage stress. There are many ways 
people manage stress and reduce the overall 
stress of day-to-day activities. With the fast 
pace of work and home and being constantly 
inundated with technology and still wanting to 
have time to connect with those around us, our 
lives can feel overwhelming and stressful at 
times. 
Manage how you live with these five tips to feel 
less stressed: 
 
1. Use guided meditation. 
Guided meditation is a great way to distract 
yourself from the stress of day-to-day life. 
There are many guided meditations available 
on the internet that can help you find 5 minutes 
of centered relaxation. 
 
2. Practice deep breathing. 
Deep breathing is a great way to reduce the 
activation of your sympathetic nervous system, 
which controls the body’s response to a 
perceived threat. Deep breaths taken in to a 
count of five seconds, held for two seconds and 
released to a count of five seconds, can help 
activate your parasympathetic nervous system, 
which helps reduce the overall stress and 
anxiety you may be experiencing. 

 

3. Maintain physical exercise and good nutrition. 
Physical exercise and nutrition are two important 
components in how you respond to stress. When your 
body is healthy, your mind can be healthy and vice 
versa. Physical exercise is proven to be a great stress 

reliever and also helps to improve your overall quality 
of life. Nutrition is important as stress can deplete 
certain vitamins, such as A, B complex, C and E. 
Maintaining proper nutrition not only helps your 
body feel better, but your mind as well, which 
allows you to better combat stress. 

 

4. Manage social media time. 
Spending time on social media sites can become 
stressful, not only by what we might see on them, 
but also because the time you are spending on 
social media might be best spent enjoying visiting 
with friends, being outside enjoying the weather or 
reading a great book. 
 
5. Connect with others. 
Humans are social beings. You need to 
have connections with people to feel supported. 
Finding a sense of community — whether at work, 
with a religious organization, or through shared 
activities, such as organized sports — is important 
to your well-being. Enjoying a shared activity 
allows you to find support and foster relationships 
that can be supportive in difficult times. 
 
Source: 

https://www.mayoclinichealthsystem.org/hometown
-health/speaking-of-health/5-tips-to-manage-stress 

 

The greatest weapon against stress is our 
ability to choose one thought over another. 

 

William James 

mailto:Laura.Fleming@ceterawealth.com
https://www.mayoclinichealthsystem.org/hometown-health/speaking-of-health/overwhelmed-by-anxiety
https://www.mayoclinichealthsystem.org/hometown-health/speaking-of-health/mindfulness-meditation-improve-your-quality-of-life
https://www.mayoclinichealthsystem.org/hometown-health/speaking-of-health/establishing-healthy-behaviors-that-stick
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/social-support/art-20044445
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This Month's Quiz   
Question:  What state was the first state to have its 
own state constitution? 
 
 a.  Virginia 
 b.  Massachusetts 
 c.  Delaware 
 d.  New Hampshire 

  

   Source:  John R. Creteau 

Client Quiz! 
 Answer to Last Month's Quiz 

 
Question:  What was the biggest US insurance 
claim payout of all time?    
     

A. Hurricane Sandy 
B. 2008 financial crisis (CORRECT) 
C. 09/11 attacks 
D. Hurricane Katrina    

  

        Source: John R. Creteau 

 
 
 
 
    

 

    

 

Ten Things to Leave at Home 
 

Concerns over identity theft continue to grow, especially with the news of data breaches at major 
companies and financial institutions. Unfortunately, you have little control over when a company is 
hacked, but you do have control over your own actions. 

1. Social Security Card: A Social Security card may be used to open credit card accounts and 
take out loans. Taking it out where it might be stolen is tantamount to handing the keys to the 
kingdom to a thief. As for seniors, while Social Security numbers have been removed from 
Medicare cards, your Medicare Beneficiary Identifier number is also worth shielding. 

2. Multiple Credit Cards: Carry a single card for general use and emergencies. Only carry 
another card if you plan on using it that day. Keeping all those cards at home will save you 
considerable time in reporting lost cards and disputing charges should your purse or wallet 
get stolen. 

3. Gift Cards and Certificates: They’re like cash. Keep them home until you’re ready to use 
them. 

4. Spare Keys: Your wallet or purse contains your home address. No sense making the theft 
worse by endangering your home and family. 

5. USB Drive: Very convenient for carrying important files, but it’s gone forever if your wallet or 
purse is lost or stolen. 

6. Password Cheat Sheet: Carrying passwords makes it possible for them to fall into the wrong 
hands. Don’t carry your cheat sheet? How about those ATM PINs? That’s a sure way to lose 
cash fast. 

7. Checks: Carrying around a blank check is an obvious risk. Even a canceled check is a risk, 
since it has your routing and account numbers, which may be used to transfer cash. 

8. Receipts: Besides being bulky, they will contain the last five numbers of your credit card. A 
thief might be able to “phish” to find the rest of these numbers. 

9. Passport: A thief could use this to travel under your name, open bank accounts, or even get 
a Social Security card. Not good. 

10. Business Cards: Consider a separate case and carry them in your pocket. Do you really 
want a thief to know where you work? 

 

John R Lachapelle, Financial Advisor 
& FMG Suite 
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Selling a Business 
 

Issues to consider when a sole proprietor decides to sell the business: 
 

• What is the overall financial condition of the business? 

• What is the condition of physical assets of the business, and do they need repair or 
replacement? 

• What are the current and potential liabilities of the business? 

• Can the direction of the business be controlled? 

• Can the business survive under someone else’s direction? 

• Is there reliable management, such as a manager or other employees who can step in and 
replace the owner? 

• How is the value of the business impacted if the sole proprietor were no longer running the 
business?  

• Can the business be sold, and to whom, and at what price? 

• How will the current economic conditions affect the price of the business? 

 

John R Lachapelle, Financial Advisor 

 

73 Wakefield St, Rochester NH 03867 

This information was taken from sources deemed to be reliable however, neither Creteau, Hackett Lachapelle nor Cetera Advisor Networks are responsible for the 
accuracy of this information. Any opinions/views expressed within do not necessarily reflect those of CHL & Associates, LLC, Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, or its 
representatives. In addition, they are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individuals. Neither Cetera Advisor Networks LLC nor its 
representatives provide tax or legal advice. You should consult with your financial professional, attorney, accountant, or tax advisor regarding your individual 
situation prior to making any investing decisions. Cetera Wealth Partners is a region of Cetera Advisor Networks LLC. Securities and advisory services are offered 
through Cetera Advisor Networks LLC, member FINRA/SIPC, a broker-dealer and registered investment adviser. Cetera is under separate ownership than any other

     

     


